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Dark matter self-interactions are a well-motivated solution to the core-vs.-cusp and the too-
big-to-fail problems. They are commonly induced by means of a light mediator, that is also
responsible for the dark matter freeze-out in the early universe. Motivated by the fact that
such scenario is excluded in its simplest realizations, we will discuss the possibility that the
relic density of a self-interacting dark matter candidate can proceed from the freeze-out of
only annihilations into SM particles. We will argue that scalar and Majorana dark matter in
the mass range of 10 to 500 MeV, coupled to a slightly heavier massive gauge boson, are the
only candidates in agreement with multiple current experimental constraints. We will also
discuss prospects of establishing or excluding these two scenarios in future experiments.
1 Introduction
The ΛCDM model is a very successful paradigm that describes a plethora of astrophysical and
cosmological observations. Nevertheless, at small astrophysical scales there are a few discrepan-
cies between its predictions and observations. Two of these discrepancies have been dubbed the
core-vs.-cusp and the too-big-to-fail problems. The former arises because N-body simulations
of collisionless dark matter (DM) particles predict halos with a cusp at their center, whereas
objects such as dwarf galaxies exhibit a core (See e.g. Refs. 1,2,3). The second problem has to
do with the fact that simulations of the Milky Way predict subhalos too massive and too dense
to host the brightest observed satellites (See e.g. Refs. 4,5).
While there is no consensus in the scientific community on the origin of these discrepancies
yet, one can enumerate a couple of hypothesis. The most evident one being that the effect
of baryons must be included in simulations. Possible astrophysical explanations include super-
nova/AGN feedback, tidal effects within halos and low star-formation rates (See Ref. 6 for a
recent review). One can also entertain a more audacious alternative from the particle-physics
point of view. Namely, one can postulate DM self-interactions that become relevant at small
scales, without modifying the physics at large scales 7.
The idea behind the self-interaction hypothesis is introducing a mean free path for DM
particles in halos of the order of 1 to 10 kpc. This naturally gives rise to DM distributions that
are qualitatively different. Notice that in the ΛCDM paradigm, the mean free path is infinity
because DM is collisionless. Given the fact that the mean free path induced by a self-interaction
cross section σ is
Mean Free Path ∼
(
ρ
mDM
σ
)−1
(1)
and taking into account the magnitude of the DM density in galactic halos, one finds σ/mDM ∼
1cm2/g at the scale of galaxies (v ∼ 10 - 100 km/s). Simulations show that this is indeed a
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Figure 1 – Schematic representation of DM phenomenology in the presence of a light mediator.
plausible solution 8,9,10,11,12,13,14,15,16. One must keep in mind that the order of magnitude of
this cross section is much larger than the typical annihilation cross sections of DM particles
produced via the freeze-out scenario. As we will see, the simplest way to achieve such difference
in cross sections is by introducing a light mediator.
2 Inducing DM-self interactions with light mediators
One of the simplest models for self-interacting DM consists of introducing a lighter boson η
in addition to the DM particle. This particle plays two roles as summarized schematically in
Fig. 1. On the one hand, the exchange of η bosons induces a long range force between the DM
particles in such a way that σ/mDM ∼ 1cm2/g. On the other hand, because of the interaction
vertices DM DM η, one also naturally obtains DM annihilations into the η particles. One can
then assume that the DM is produced by means of the freeze-out of the process DMDM → ηη
in the early universe. Here the large difference between the self-interaction cross section and
the annihilation cross section is due to the fact that in the former case one relies on a non-
perturbative effect taking place at small velocities such as the ones encountered in DM halos 24.
Even though this is a remarkably simple and predictive setup, in practice it is hard to achieve
due to multiple constraints.
One must start by saying that the ordinary freeze-out mechanism only works if the DM
and the Standard Model (SM) sectors were in thermal equilibrium at some point in the early
universe. This is typically done by introducing an interaction between some SM particles and
the mediator η in such a way that the process establishing the kinetic equilibrium is the one
shown in Fig. 2. Such interaction also induces the decay of the mediator alleviating possible
problems with its cosmological abundance.
Nevertheless, the presence of a light mediator coupled to the SM is severely constrained 17
because of the following reasons. First, such mediator was present in large amounts in the
early universe if it was in thermal equilibrium as required from the freeze-out mechanism. This
is generally in conflict with BBN and CMB observations if the decay of the mediator is not
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Figure 2 – Process establishing kinetic equilibrium between the SM and SM sectors.
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Figure 3 – Example of self-interacting DM produced via the freeze-in mechanism. Here A is the DM candidate. It
is a vector boson with fine-structure constant αX . The mediator η is a scalar boson mixing with the SM Higgs by
means of an angle β = 0.2× 10−9. Left Panel: Abundance of DM particles as a function of SM temperature. The
dotted line corresponds to the observed abundance of DM. The mediator component is naturally subdominant.
Right panel: Parameter space giving rise to DM self-interactions in DM halos with a velocity of 20 km/s. The
contours correspond to cross sections per DM mass of 0.1, 1 and 10 cm2/g.
sufficiently fast, that is, if the coupling of the η boson with SM particles is not sufficiently large.
In addition, due to its light mass, the mediator can naturally enhance DM direct detection rates18
if the coupling of the η boson with SM particles is not sufficiently small. Both facts together
lead to the exclusion of many DM scenarios. Finally, due to non-perturbative effects such as
the Sommerfeld enhancement, the light mediator also induces large DM annihilation signals into
the mediator which subsequently decay into SM particles, affecting cosmic-ray fluxes or CMB
observables 19.
Different avenues have been proposed in the literature to overcome the previous problems.
One possibility is to consider DM production mechanisms other than the freeze-out . This has
been systematically studied in Ref. 17. One example that fulfills all the constraints along these
lines is the freeze-in mechanism. In that case, the DM or the η particle were never in thermal
equilibrium in the early universe and the DM is slowly produced from the SM bath by means
of very small couplings. Notice that the abundance of the mediator is naturally much smaller,
surpassing BBN and CMB bounds. This is illustrated in the left panel of Fig. 3. Interestingly,
the parameters that lead to the observed abundance of DM and to its self-interaction with a
strength of 1cm2/g, can also give rise to a X-ray line with an overall flux equal to that of the
tentative 3.5 keV line 20,21.
3 Can we still consider the standard freeze-out?
Part of the trouble of the freeze-out scenario discussed above is the fact that the mediator is
light. Taking this as a motivation, we now consider possible scenarios in which the mediator is
heavy 22. In this case, dimensional analysis on σ/mDM ∼ λ2/m3DM directly suggests that DM
must be at the MeV scale and that it must be a singlet. We assume then that the relic density
is set by means of annihilations with the η boson as a mediator. In addition, interactions
between the mediator and the DM candidate set the self-interaction cross section. For MeV
candidates, indirect detection constraints are very strong. In fact, CMB observations rule out s-
wave annihilations at the MeV scale23 and consequently we assume further that the annihilations
are p-wave suppressed. After a systematic classification of all possible mediators, in Ref. 22 we
found that the mediator can only be a dark vector Z ′ slightly heavier than the DM.
This leads to a highly predictive and minimal scenario, in which all Z ′ couplings to SM
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Figure 4 – Upper panel : Z′ portal for scalar DM. As a function of the DM mass mS and dark coupling αD,
the solid lines show the Z′ mass satisfying the relic density and the self-interaction constraints, for two choices
of the scalar self-coupling λS . In the shaded region at right-bottom corner, the dark freeze-out from SS → Z′Z′
is too fast to account for the DM abundance. Non-solid (colored) lines show the expected sensitivities of future
experiments. Lower panel: Z′ portal for Majorana DM. As a function of the DM mass mχ and dark coupling αD,
the solid contour lines show the values of Z′ mass (left) and kinetic mixing parameter  (right) satisfying the relic
density and the self-interaction constraints. All shaded regions are experimentally excluded in various ways. In
the shaded region at the right-bottom corner, the dark annihilation χχ→ Z′Z′ is too fast to account for the DM
abundance.
particles are known up to the overall multiplicative kinetic mixing parameter. Then, there are
in principle four parameters: the masses of the DM and the Z ′, the kinetic mixing  and the dark
fine-structure constant αD. The freeze-out via DM DM→ Z ′ → fSMfSM and the self-interaction
hypothesis constrain two of them.
Moreover, the p-wave annihilations are realized only in two cases. These are
• Scalar DM coupled to a heavier Z ′: One possibility is that DM is a scalar S. Annihilations
into fermions are p-wave suppressed and determine the relic density via the freeze-out
mechanism. Notice that there are no annihilation into photons. In addition, DM self-
interactions are mediated by the exchange of the Z ′ and/or the quartic coupling λS .
This is scenario is highly testable 25,26,27,28,29,30,31,32,33,34,35,36,37,38,39,40,41 via dark photon
searches and CMB observations. All of them are summarized in the upper panel of Fig. 4,
where, we show the different constraints along contours of constant Z ′ mass, for a fixed
quartic coupling. See Ref. 22 for details and references to each particular experiment.
Direct detection experiments where DM scatters off electrons in semiconductors might
exclude this scenario completely 43.
• Majorana DM coupled to a heavier Z ′: The other possibility is that the DM is a Majorana
fermion χ. As for the previous case, annihilations into fermions are p-wave suppressed and
give rise to the observed abundance of DM by means of the freeze-out mechanism. No
annihilation into photons take place. DM self-interactions are mediated by the exchange
of the Z ′ only. As for the previous scenario, this setup is testable via dark photon searches
and CMB observations. All of them are summarized in the lower panel of Fig. 4, where
we show the different constraints along contours of constant Z ′ mass (left) and constant
kinematic mixing  (right). Additional model building is required because there must be
a dark scalar close in mass to the Z ′. See Ref. 22 for details.
4 Conclusions
Self-interacting dark matter is a well-motivated solution to the small-scale structure problems
of the ΛCDM paradigm. Multiple observations severely constrain the production of such DM
candidates via the freeze-out mechanism. This motivates the study of other productions mech-
anisms such as freeze-in, as discussed in section 2. In this work, we have shown that freeze-out
can still work if no light mediator is present and we have argued that this requires DM to be
at the MeV scale. Furthermore, we have seen that this is only possible if the DM is coupled
to a slightly heavier vector boson. From its simplicity and the fact that it does not require
any special tuning, this scenario constitutes an attractive way to accommodate both DM large
self-interactions and the relic density constraint. Here, the huge difference between the self-
interaction and annihilation cross sections is not due to any special mechanism taking place; it
is simply due to the fact that the kinetic mixing, which enters in the annihilation but not in
the self-interaction, is suppressed. Moreover, this scenario offers possibilities of particle physics
tests. Fig. 4 summarizes various constraints and future possibilities of testing it or ruling it out.
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